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				OUR MISSION

			
	
		

		
			
										
				
				
						
						Earth Innovation Institute works to advance climate-friendly rural development through innovative approaches to sustainable farming, forestry and fisheries in tropical regions around the world.

						As world demand for food, fiber, feed and fuel outpaces supply, increases in production are urgently needed. Increased production must be achieved while maintaining and rebuilding forests and fisheries, and slowing the release of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Tropical nations hold the greatest potential to produce more food for the planet. By increasing the productivity of already-cleared land and building on recent successes in slowing deforestation, we can feed more people while ending deforestation and mitigating climate change.

						At Earth Innovation Institute, we foster this transition to low-emission rural development – a shift to economic growth that keeps forests and fisheries intact and rewards farmers, ranchers, and fishermen for using sustainable practices. That transition, in turn, moves us closer towards our goals of:


						
						
								
									
										
											
												Achieving Land, Water & Food Security
											

										

									

								
	
									
										
											
												Reducing Tropical Deforestation
											

										

									

								
	
									
										
											Stabilizing the Climate

										

									

								


						



						Our history

						

						In 1995, Dan Nepstad and Toby McGrath along with a team of researchers co-founded IPAM in Belém, at the lower mouth of Brazil’s Amazon River. The idea was to create an institution that shaped public policy processes and rural development from a basis of hard evidence and sound research, free of political party affiliations. One foot in the field, one foot in the policy dialogues. In 2010, after receiving multiple requests for collaboration outside of Brazil, Dr. Nepstad established the IPAM International Program in San Francisco, which three years later went independent to become Earth Innovation Institute.
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										Our Focus
Protecting Forests & Stabilizing the Climate
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										Our Strategy
Science & Collaboration
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											Our Results
Climate-Friendly Rural Development
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        				You are donating to :
        				Greennature Foundation
        			


                    
                        How much would you like to donate?
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                        Would you like to make regular donations?
                        I would like to make 
                        one time
weekly
monthly
yearly
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                            How many times would you like this to recur? (including this payment) *
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                        We use cookies in a range of ways to improve your experience on the Earth Innovation Institute site. By clicking "Accept all cookies" you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation.
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                        What are cookies?
A cookie is a small amount of data generated by a website and saved by your web browser. When you visit or log into a Earth Innovation Institute Site, we may collect information from you automatically through cookies.
 When you visit a Earth Innovation Institute Site, you will receive a one-time cookie pop up consent wherein you are given the opportunity to consent to the use of cookies.  Should you decide not to consent to the use of cookies, some functionality and Services related to your use of the site you visit may not work properly.

                        What do we use cookies for?
We use cookies in a range of ways to improve your experience on the Earth Innovation Institute Sites, including:
	Understanding how you use the site, and  
	To make the site easier to use and to better tailor your experience to your interests and needs.

Cookies can also be used to improve the speed of your future activities and sessions on the Earth Innovation Institute Site.   We also use cookies to compile anonymous statistics with which we can gain insight into the way people use our sites, so that, for example, the structure and content of our sites can be improved.

                        What types of cookies do we use?
We use on the Earth Innovation Institute Sites the following types of cookies:
	Technically necessary.  These cookies are essential to ensure that our website functions properly.  They allow you to navigate through the website and use our functionality.
	Analytics. These cookies help us understand, in the aggregate, how visitors interact with our website by providing information about the pages visited, the time spent on the website, and any problems encountered, such as error messages. This helps us improve website performance.  We use Google Analytics to collect analytics information; visitors can opt-out of Google Analytics using the Ads Settings and by using the Google Analytics Opt-out Browser Add-on.
	Functionality.  We use functionality cookies to recognize you on our Sites and remember your previously selected preferences.  These could include language preferences and the region you are located in. 


                        How can I manage or delete cookies?
Most Internet browsers are set up to automatically accept cookies.   You can change the settings on your browser to block cookies or remove cookies from your browser.  If you disable the cookies we use, please note that some of our website features may not function as a result.For more information about cookies and how to manage them, visit allaboutcookies.org.

                        
                       

                      

                     

                    

                

            

        

    





    
    

